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Abstract

The blockwise bootstrap is a modi	cation of Efron
s bootstrap designed to
give correct results for dependent stationary observations� One drawback of
the method is that it depends critically on a block length which so far had to be
chosen by the user� Here we propose a data�driven method to select this block
length� It is based on the equivalence of the blockwise bootstrap variance
to a lag weight estimator of a spectral density at the origin� The relevant
spectral density is the one of the process given by the in�uence function of
the statistic to be bootstrapped� In this equivalence the block length is the
inverse of the bandwidth� We thus apply a recently developed local bandwidth
selection procedure to the time series given by the estimated in�uence function�
The lag window corresponding to the blockwise bootstrap is the triangular or
Bartlett window� In order to obtain other windows we introduce a correlated
weights bootstrap where observations are weighted by an MA�process� The
correlations of the weight process correspond to the lag weights�

Keywords� Blockwise bootstrap Correlated weights bootstrap Spectral estimation In�
�uence function Local bandwidth Iterative plug�in method�
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� Introduction

Efron
s ������ bootstrap has become a �exible and powerful tool for estimating standard
errors and � more ambitiously � for constructing con	dence intervals� But it has to
be modi	ed when observations are dependent like in time series problems� One possible
modi	cation which retains the nonparametric nature of Efron
s original proposal is the
blockwise bootstrap of K�unsch ������ see also Liu and Singh ������� Since its introduction
several papers have been written which show and extend its validity see e�g� B�uhlmann
�����a ����� B�uhlmann and K�unsch ������ G�otze and K�unsch ������ Naik�Nimbalkar
and Rajarshi ������ Politis and Romano ����� ���� ������

However one drawback of the procedure is its dependence on a block length � to be chosen
by the user which has to increase with sample size n� Asymptotic theory tells us only
that the optimal block length for estimating standard errors is of the order O�n����� The
constant belonging to n��� is a function of the statistic considered and the dependence
among the observations� Although � � n��� seems to work quite well in many cases the
situation remains unsatisfactory�

In this paper we propose a fully data driven procedure for the selection of �� It is based on
an equivalence of the blockwise bootstrap variance of the mean to a lag weight estimator
of the spectral density at zero with bandwidth ���� This makes it possible to apply an it�
erative plug in method to select the local bandwidth� This method has been introduced by
Brockmann et al� ������ for nonparametric regression and adapted to spectral estimation
in B�uhlmann �����b�� We summarize this plug in method in Section ��

The window of the lag weight estimator to which the bootstrap variance is equivalent is
Bartlett
s triangular window� In spectral estimation this window is not very popular since
it is not smooth enough at the origin and its Fourier transform has rather big sidelobes
� Other windows can be obtained by a variant of the blockwise bootstrap called the
correlated weights bootstrap which we discuss in Section �� This bootstrap weights the
original observations with random weights which are correlated over a distance � playing
the role of the block length� This variant has already been mentioned brie�y in K�unsch
������ p� ����� Here we discuss it in more detail� In particular we derive a correction
factor which is in general necessary to obtain a valid procedure�

Our method can be used for a general statistic not just the mean� We only require
that the statistic is asymptotically equivalent to an arithmetic mean of a function of the
observations the so�called in�uence function see Hampel et al� ������� This means that
we have to select the bandwidth for estimating the spectrum of the series given by the
in�uence function� So we have to estimate this in�uence function 	rst� Di�erent ways to
do this are given in Section ��

Finally in Section � we present some simulation examples� They indicate that our proce�
dure leads to a good choice of � in a variety of situations�
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� The blockwise bootstrap

��� De�nition

Let �Xt�t�Zbe a stationary stochastic process with values in Rp� Assume that X�� � � � � Xn

have been observed and that we computed a real valued statistic

Tn � Tn�X�� � � � � Xn��

The case of vector valued statistics will be discussed brie�y at the end of Section ����
The aim is to estimate the variance of Tn �or some other parameter of its distribution��
First we assume that Tn is symmetric i�e� invariant under permutations of �X�� � � � � Xn��
Examples include estimates of location scale and correlations between components of Xt�
The blockwise bootstrap resamples blocks of length � from the original data i�e� the
bootstrap sample is

X�
�j�����t � XSj�t �� � j � b � dn��e� � � t � ��

where dxe denotes the smallest integer greater or equal to x and

S�� � � � � Sb i�i�d� uniform on f�� �� � � � � n� �g�

Then we put
T �n � Tn�X

�
� � � � � � X

�
n�

and
���Boot � Var��T �n�

where Var� denotes the variance of T �n conditional on X�� � � � � Xn �i�e� only S�� � � � � Sb are
random�� If n is not a multiple of � our de	nition uses only n� �� b� observations from
the last block� In order to make notations easier we assume in the sequel that n � b��

Because Tn is assumed to be independent of the time order of the data we only need to
know how often each Xt appears in the bootstrap sample X�

� � � � � � X
�
n� So let

Mt � jfjj� � j � b� t� � � Sj � t� �gj

Then
T �n � Tn�X�� � � � � X�� �z �

M��times

� X�� � � � � Xn��� Xn� � � � � Xn� �z �
Mn�times

��

This will be the basis for the correlated weights bootstrap in Section ��

When Tn is a statistic measuring serial dependence of �Xt� it depends on the time order
of the observations� In such a case one should not apply the above de	nitions directly
because the junction of independent blocks introduces artifacts in the distribution of T �n �
But usually after a minor modi	cation at the boundary Tn is a symmetric function of the
m�tuples X �

t � �Xt� Xt��� � � � � Xt�m��� for suitable m� Thus a natural remedy suggested
in K�unsch ������ is to apply the above procedure on the level ofX �

t i�e� to resample blocks
of blocks� This procedure has been further investigated by Politis and Romano ������ and
by B�uhlmann and K�unsch ������� At least for 	xed m our results here remain valid�
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��� Bootstrap of the mean as spectral estimation

Let us consider real valued Xt and the arithmetic mean

Tn �
�

n

nX
t��

Xt�

It is well known that

Var�Tn� �
�

n

n��X
k��n��

���
jkj

n
�Cov�X�� Xk� �

��

n
f���

where f��� denotes the spectral density of �Xt��

Moreover

T �n �
�

n

nX
t��

MtXt

so that the bootstrap moments of T �n are easily calculated �cf� K�unsch ������ Sections
��� � �����

Lemma �� If � � �n� ����� then

i� E��T �n � �
Pn

t�� �tXt with �t � �n� � � ����min�t��� �� �n� �� t�����

ii� Var��T �n� � �n�n� �� �����
Pn

s�t�� 	st�Xt � E��T �n ���Xs �E��T �n �� where

	t�s �

���
��

min�t� s��� if t � � and s � �
�n� ��max�t� s���� if t � n� �� � and s � n� �� �

max��� jt� sj��� �� otherwise

Proof� see Appendix�

Hence up to some boundary e�ects

E��T �n � � Tn

and

Var��T �n� �
�

n

���X
k�����

���
jkj

�
� �R�k�

where �R�k� are the empirical covariances� In other words nVar��T �n������ is a lag weight
estimate of the spectrum at zero with the triangular or Bartlett window and the block
length � is the inverse of the bandwidth� Moreover as the proof of the Lemma shows the
triangular window arises as Corr��Mt�Ms��n�
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� The correlated weights bootstrap

In spectral estimation one usually prefers a window w which is smoother at the origin
than the triangular window� As the previous discussion suggests this can be achieved by
modifying �Mt� such that

Cov��Mt�Ms� � w��t� s�����

We have not been able to achieve this with integer Mt
s� So we restrict the class of
statistics Tn by assuming that Tn is de	ned for all weighted samples �xt� pt���t�n with
xt � Rp and pt � ��� �� satisfying

Pn
t�� pt � �� This is no serious limitation� We generate

Mt as a moving average

Mt �
�X

k���

bk
t�k

with bk � �� b�k � bk� 
t � � i�i�d�� The bootstrap statistic is then

T �n � Tn��Xt�Mt�
nX

s��

Ms�t������n��

However for the estimation of Var�Tn� we should multiply Var��T �n� with a correction
factor� To explain why consider the arithmetic mean Tn � n��

P
Xt where

T �n �
nX

t��

MtXt�
nX
t��

Mt�

Even in this simple case we cannot compute the bootstrap moments of T �n exactly because
the denominator is also random� So we rely on a linearization� Without loss of generality
we take

�X
k���

bk � �� E�
t� � �

so that E�Mt� � �� Then for j � �� �

�
nX
t��

Mt�
�j � n�j��� jn��

nX
t��

�Mt � ����

Under the assumptions on �bk� and 
t we are going to make the error in the approximation
above will be Op���n�j���� Using this we obtain with � � E�Xt�

T �n � U�
n � � �

�

n

nX
t��

Mt���
�

n

nX
s��

�Ms � ����Xt � ��

and

�T �n � Tn�
� � �

nX
t��

Mt�Xt � Tn��
��

nX
t��

Mt�
�� � �

nX
t��

�Mt � ���Xt � Tn��
��

nX
t��

Mt�
��

� V �
n �

�

n�

nX
t�s��

�Mt � ���Ms � �����
�

n

nX
u��

�Mu � ����Xt � Tn��Xs � Tn��
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From this we obtain approximate bootstrap moments� Let

vk �

min�����k�X
j�max�������k�

bjbj�k

be the convolution of �bk� with itself� Then we have

Lemma �� Let Var�
t� � ��� � E��
t� ���� � �� and assume �� � n� Then

i� E��U�
n� � Tn � ���n

��P�t�Xt � �� where

�t �

���
��
Pt��

k���� vk if t � ��
� if ��  t  n� �� ��P��

k�t�n vk if t � n � �� ��

ii� E��V �
n � � n��

P��
k���� vk

�R�k����� � ����n� � �n����
P

�t�s�Xt � Tn��Xs � Tn�
where

�t�s �
min�����t�s�X

j�max�������t�s�

bjbj�t�s�
j�tX
k���

bk �
�X

k�n�t�j

bk�

Proof� see Appendix�

Note that �t�s � � if jt� sj � �� or ��  t  n��� ��� Hence the contribution of the last
term to E��V �

n � is small�

Thus if we de	ne
���Boot � E���T �n � Tn�

���v���
�
� � ����n��

�� �����

we have

���Boot �
�

n

��X
k����

vk�v� �R�k��

We use ����� also for a general Tn� not only for the arithmetic mean�

By an appropriate choice of bk we can obtain the desired behavior of vk� We will always
take

bk � 	�k����� �����

with
R �
�� 	�x�dx � �� Then

vk�v� � w�k��� �����

where w�x� �
R �
�� 	�y�	�y � x�dy�

R �
�� 	�y�

�dy����

There is still much freedom for choosing the law F of 
t� If we want the correction factor
in ����� to disappear for n�	 we need

��� � v��� � �
�X

k���

b�k�
�� � ��

Z �

��
	�x��dx����

This can be achieved by taking 
t � ��v�� v�� at the expense of having a very skewed
distribution� An alternative would be to take the 
t uniform on ���� ����� At the moment
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we lack the experience to make de	nite recommendations but we conjecture that this
choice will be of secondary importance�

The parameter � in the correlated weights bootstrap is the correlation length of the weight
sequence Mt� Its role is completely analogous to the block length in the blockwise boots�
trap� So we continue to call � the block length� It is the basic tuning constant of the
bootstrap� We discuss the selection of � in Section �� Note that the coe�cients �bk� and
the weights �Mt� can be de	ned also for a real valued ��

� Linearization of a general statistic

So far our discussion of the properties of the bootstrap has been restricted to the mean�
The importance of this special case comes from the fact that most statistics of interest
behave asymptotically like an arithmetic mean� We assume from now on that the statistic
Tn converges a�s� to an asymptotic value T� and that it has an in�uence function IF with
E�IF�Xt�� � � such that

Tn � T� �
�

n

nX
t��

IF�Xt� � op�n
����� �����

and

T �n � Tn �
�

n

nX
t��

Mt�IF�Xt��
�

n

nX
s��

IF�Xs�� � op��n
������ �����

If this is true then the asymptotic variances of Tn and T �n depend only on the linear parts
n��

P
IF�Xt� and n��

P
MtIF�Xt� respectively� If in addition nVar��T �n� converges to the

asymptotic variance then � by the discussion in Section � � nVar��T �n� is equivalent to a lag
weight estimator of the spectral density at zero of the transformed variables Yt � IF�Xt��
This justi	es our procedure to determine the block length � by using a data driven choice
of the bandwidth for a lag weight estimator of the spectrum of �Yt�� This bandwidth
choice will be presented in Section ��

The in�uence function IF�Xt� depends on the unknown underlying distribution P of Xt�
So we have to estimate it� Usually there are several ways to do this� Often Tn is obtained
by applying a functional T to the empirical distribution Pn�

Tn � T �Pn�� Pn �
�

n

nX
t��

�Xt

with �x denoting a point mass at x� Then

IF�x� � IF�x� P� T � � lim
���

T ���� ��P � ��x�� T �P �

�
�����

cf� Hampel et al� ������� In this case we can estimate IF by replacing P by Pn in ������

�IF�x� � IF�x� Pn� T � � lim
���

T ���� ��Pn � ��x�� T �Pn�

�
�

�



Alternatively we might use the jackknife which replaces the derivative by a 	nite di�erence

�IF�Xt� � n�T ����
�

n
�

�

n� �

X
s��t

�Xs �
�

n
�Xt�� T �

�

n� �

X
s��t

�Xs��

� n�Tn�X�� � � � � Xn�� Tn���X�� � � � � Xt��� Xt��� � � � � Xn���

This makes sense even if Tn is not of the form T �Pn��

Sometimes it is important to notice that we have to estimate the in�uence function only up
to a proportionality constant i�e� if IF �x� P� T � � M�P ���IFprop�x� P� T � it is su�cient
to estimate IFprop�x�� This is true since our bandwidth choice is independent of the scale
of the data� For instance in the case Tn is an M�estimator i�e� de	ned implicitly by

nX
t��

��Xt� Tn� � ��

the in�uence function is �see Hampel et al� �����

IF�x� � IF�x� P� T � � ��
�

��
E���Xt� ���j��T �P ��

����x� T �P ���

Hence it is su�cient to estimate ��x� T �P ��� e�g� by ��x� Tn�� This is especially useful in
the case of the ��quantile which is an M�estimator with

��x� �� � ��� ���	x��
 � ��	x	�
�

Thus

IF�x� T� P � �

�
���� ���p�T �P �� x  T �P �

��p�T �P �� x � T �P �

where p is the density of P �assumed to exist�� It would be awkward if we had to estimate
this density�

As we have seen the computation and estimation of IF is usually not di�cult� However a
rigorous proof of ����� and ����� i�e� to obtain information on the order of the remainder
from the linearization is much more complicated� An elegant and powerful technique
is to combine empirical process theory with di�erential calculus in function spaces� In
i�i�d� settings this has become well established see e�g� Gill ������ or Arcones and Gin e
������� Under dependence only the empirical process theory has to be developed the
di�erential calculus part remains unchanged� Relevant references to empirical processes
are Billingsley ������ Deo ������ Bickel and Wichura ������ Yoshihara ������ and
Arcones and Yu ������ for �Xt� and Naik�Nimbalkar and Rajarshi ������ and B�uhlmann
����� ����a ����� for �X�

t �� Taking all these results into account we obtain ����� and
����� for a large number of interesting statistics�
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� Iterative plug�in estimation of tuning constants

��� Local bandwidth estimation for spectra

The method we are going to use is an adaptation of a method proposed by Brockmann
et al� ������ for nonparametric regression to the problem of spectral estimation� This
adaptation �including proofs� is the subject of B�uhlmann �����b� but in order to make
this paper self�contained we give here a description of the procedure�

Let �Yt� be a real valued stationary process with E�Yt� � � autocovariances R�k� and
spectrum

f��� � ������
�X

k���

R�k�e�ik
 ��� � � � ���

We denote by �R�k� the empirical autocovariances and by In��� the periodogram�

In��� � ���n���j
nX
t��

Yte
�i
tj� � ������

n��X
k��n��

�R�k�e�ik
�

It is well known that In��� is not consistent for f��� but the following lag weight estimator
is

�f��� b� � fw��� b� � ������
�X

k���

�R�k�w�kb�e�ik
�

We call b the bandwidth and assume that b � �� nb� 	 as n � 	� For the window w

we assume that � � w � �� w��x� � w�x�� w�x� � � for jxj � c and

w�x� � �� 	�w�jxjj �O�jxjj��� as x� �

for some j � N and 	�w� � �� We call j the characteristic exponent of w� It is usually �
or �� Main examples with c � � are for j � � the Bartlett window

w�x� � �� jxj �jxj � ��

and for j � � the Tukey�Hanning window

w�x� � �� � cos��x���� �jxj � ���

Under suitable regularity conditions �cf� Priestley ����� we have the following expressions
for the asymptotic bias and variance of �f��� b��

E� �f��� b��� f��� � �bj	�w�f �j�����

Var� �f��� b��� �bn���B�w�����f�����

where

f �j���� � ������
�X

k���

jkjjR�k�e�ik


is a generalized derivative

B�w� �
Z c

�c
w�x��dx

�



and

���� �

�
� � � f��� �� �g
� otherwise�

This leads in the usual way to the asymptotic mean square error at � �AMSE ��� b�� and
the asymptotic mean integrated square error �AMISE�b��� The optimal local bandwidth
bopt��� is obtained by minimising AMSE ��� b�� The result is

bopt��� � n�����j����
B�w�����f����

�j	�w��f �j�����
�����j���

Similarly the optimal global bandwidth is

bopt � n�����j����
B�w�

R
f����d�

�j	�w��
R
f �j�����d�

�����j����

the integrals being over ���� ��� These expressions can however not be used directly
because the right hand sides depend also on the unknown f���� So the idea is to plug in
estimates for the terms on the right hand side� For the integral

R
f����d� we do not need

a bandwidth� It can be estimated consistently byZ
In���

�d����

For the other terms we use lag weight estimators but typically with di�erent windows
and bandwidths� De	ne

�f �j�w ��� b� � ������
X

jkjj �R�k�w�kb�eik
�

Our iterative plug in method is de	ned as follows for j � � or j � � respectively�

�I� Start with b� � n���j  independently of the data�

�II� Iterate the global bandwidth for i � �� �� �� � �

bi � n�����j����
B�w�

R
In���

�d�

�j	�w��
R �f

�j�
w ��� bi��n���d�

�����j����

�III� Estimate the local bandwidth by

�b��� � n�����j����
B�w�f �w��� b�n�������

�j	�w�� �f
�j�
w ��� b�n���

�����j����

Here !w is the Tukey�Hanning window w is the split cosine window

w�x� �

�
�� jxj � ���
�� � cos���x� ���������� ��� � jxj � �

and � � ���� for j � � and � � ���� for j � � respectively�

Some parts of the procedure like the number of iterations in �II� or the in�ation factor
n� are motivated by asymptotic theory� Others like the window shape w or that we

��



do not iterate the local bandwidth are based on empirical evidence� More background
and discussion can be found in B�uhlmann �����b�� There it is also proved that under
conditions on the summability of higher order cumulants of �Yt�

�b��� � bopt������ Op�n
�����

for j � � and
�b��� � bopt������ Op�n

������

for j � ��

��� Block length choice for the bootstrap

Summarizing the discussions from the previous sections our procedure is as follows

�I� Estimate the in�uence function up to a proportionality constant as �IFprop�Xt� by
any procedure proposed in Section ��

�II� Compute the estimated optimal bandwidth �b��� according to Section ��� for Yt �
�IFprop�Xt�� The relevant window w is the Bartlett window in case of the blockwise
bootstrap whereas for the correlated weights bootstrap w is given in ������������
In particular if we take the moving average weights bk for Mt to be the triangular
weights then w is the Parzen window �Priestley ���� p� ���� which has character�
istic exponent j � ��

�III� Choose as the esimated block length �� the integer closest to �b����� for the blockwise
bootstrap and �� � �b����� for the correlated weights bootstrap respectively�

The e�ect of step �I� on the procedure is typically asymptotically negligible� A su�cient
condition is that there exists a bounded function h and a random variable Un � Op�n

�����
such that

sup
x
jM�P � 
 IF�x�� �IFprop�x�� h�x�Unj � Op�n

����

This implies that the empirical covariances of �IFprop�Xt� are equal to those ofM�P �IF�Xt�
up to an error of order Op�n���� Going through the steps in the proofs of B�uhlmann
�����b� one can see that such an error is asymptotically negligible� These arguments
show that the following is true�

Theorem ��� Let �Xt�t�Z be stationary with
P�

k���k�������������k� 	 where ���k��
are the strong �Rosenblatt� mixing coe�cients of �Xt�� Furthermore let Yt � IF �Xt� have
spectral density f and assume that f �j���� �� � and that EjYtj���  	 �� � ��� Finally
denote by �opt the block length minimising the asymptotic mean square error �AMSE� of
���Boot for estimating

P�
k��� E�Y�Yk�� Then

�� � �opt�� � Op�n
����� for j � ��

�� � �opt�� � Op�n
������ for j � ��

��



Finally for vector valued estimators Tn � �Tn��� � � � � Tn�p�
� we suggest a similar approach�

We propose to minimize

pX
i��

Ejn���Boot�i � ����ij
������i�

where ����i � limnV ar�Tn�i� and ���Boot�i is the bootstrap variance of T �n�i� Then by a
linearization as discussed in Section � the criterion above becomes

pX
i��

Ejn���Boot�i � ����ij
������i �

pX
i��

Ej �fi���� fi���j
��fi���

��

where fi is the spectral density of the i�th component of IF � The optimal local bandwidth
is thus

bopt��� � n�����j����
B�w�p����

�j	�w��
Pp

i���f
�j�
i ����fi�����

�����j����

In analogy to our former algorithm we propose the following procedures for j � �� �

�I� Estimate the in�uence function�

�II� Start with b��� � � � � � b��p � n���j independently of the data�

�III� Iterate the global bandwidths separately for each component of the estimated in�u�
ence function as in the one�dimensional case giving the results b���� � � � � b��p�

�IV� Estimate the local bandwidth as

�b��� � n�����j����
pB�w�

j	�w��
Pp

i���
�f
�j�
w�i��� b��in

��� �f �w�i��� b��in����
�����j����

�V� Choose the block length �� as the inverse of �b��� �or the closest integer thereof��

The component�wise approach in step �III� should adapt better to the variable behavior
of fi in di�erent components�

	 Simulations

We investigate our procedures for the mean and the median� For the median we base our
estimate for the block length on �IF prop�Xt� � sign�Xt �med�Xi�ni��� �see Section ���

For the correlated weights bootstrap we generated the weights by taking bk � max�� �
jkj��� ���� and 
t � ��v�� v�� where v� � ������ � �������� The function w is then the
Parzen window on ���� �� and the correction factor in ����� equals �� � ���v��n�

�� �
�� � ���nv����� �see Section �� i�e� the factor might correct the error terms but is not
necessary for consistency�

��



We consider the following autoregressive models Xt �
Pp

i�� �iXt�i � �t�
�M�� AR���� �� � ��� �t i�i�d� N ��� ���
�M�� AR���� �� � ������ �� � ������ �t i�i�d� N ��� ��������
�M�� AR���� �� � ���� �� � ����� �� � ���� �� � ����� �� � ��� �t i�i�d� N ��� ���
These are the same models as in B�uhlmann �����b� �M�� and �M�� are also investigated
in K�unsch ������ and B�uhlmann ���������a�� By choosing �� � ������ in �M�� we force
Var�Xt� in �M�� to be the same as Var�Xt� in �M��� The models �M�� and �M�� exhibit
a "damped�periodic
 autocorrelation function where the correlations can be negative� this
phenomenon does not occur in �M�� where all autocorrelations are positive� We choose
the sample sizes n � ��� and n � ����

All our results are based on ��� simulations and ��� bootstrap replicates� For each of the
��� simulations we generate the replicates by an individual data�driven block length ��
We only report the bootstrap estimates for the variance� The bootstrap for the skewness
and curtosis is in these cases not very accurate �cf� B�uhlmann �������� We denote by
��n � nV ar�Tn� ��

�
n�
� � nV ar��T �n� RMSE� � MSE����n�

�����n and indicate by �bl
�cw the correspondence to the blockwise or correlated weights bootstrap respectively� The
true variance ��n is based on ���� simulations�

Tn � n��
Pn

t��Xt�

n � ��� ��n E����n�
�bl� S�D�����n�

�bl� RMSE�bl E����n�
�cw� S�D�����n�

�cw� RMSE�cw

�M�� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����

n � ��� ��n E����n�
�bl� S�D�����n�

�bl� RMSE�bl E����n�
�cw� S�D�����n�

�cw� RMSE�cw

�M�� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����

Tn � medfXtg
n
t���

n � ��� ��n E����n�
�bl� S�D�����n�

�bl� RMSE�bl E����n�
�cw� S�D�����n�

�cw� RMSE�cw

�M�� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����

n � ��� ��n E����n�
�bl� S�D�����n�

�bl� RMSE�bl E����n�
�cw� S�D�����n�

�cw� RMSE�cw

�M�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�M�� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� �����
�M�� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� �����

From a mean square errror point of view both bootstrap procedures have about the same
performance and it seems di�cult to detect a general superiority of one method over the
other� Though in general the correlated weights bootstrap for 	xed block lengths is better
a slower error rate in the estimation of the optimal block length might explain the almost
equal performance�

As expected the theory is re�ected best in model �M�� where all autocorrelations are
positive� In this case the correlated weights bootstrap has a smaller bias at the expense

��



of variability� Model �M�� seems to be most di�cult to estimate� The correlated weights
bootstrap has here the problem that except for the mean with n � ��� the correction
factor in ����� corrects towards the wrong direction and makes the estimate worse than
without correction�
To get an idea about the e�ect of nonlinearity we computed also the bootstrap variances
for the linearization of the median under the knowledge of the true marginal distribution
of �Xt�� This procedure �which cannot be used in practice� has comparable bias but leads
to much smaller standard deviations for ���n�

�� Therefore we believe that the bootstrap
pays a price mainly for estimating the true underlying marginal distribution of �Xt� and
not because of nonlinearity of the median�

Appendix
 Proofs

Proof of Lemma ��

By de	nition

Mt �
bX

j��

min�t���n���X
s�max�t�����

�	Sj�s
�

and
P ��Sj � s� � �n� �� ���� �� � s � n � ���

Hence i� follows immediately� Furthermore by the independence of the Sj 
s

Cov��Mt�Mu� � b

min�t���n���X
s�max�t�����

min�u���n���X
r�max�u�����

Cov���	Sj�s
� �	Sj�r
�

� �n� �� ����b
min�t���n���X
s�max�t�����

min�u���n���X
r�max�u�����

�sr � n��t�u�

�sr being the Kronecker delta� The 	rst term on the right is easily seen to be equal to
n�n� �� ����	tu� From this ii� follows because

Var��T �n� � Var��n��
Pn

t��Mt�Xt �E��T �n ���

� n��
Pn

t�u��Cov
��Mt�Mu��Xt �E��T �n ���Xu � E��T �n ��

and
Pn

t�� �t � �� �

Proof of Lemma ��

It holds that
Cov��Mt�Ms� � ���vt�s

Hence by the de	nition of U�
n

E��U�
n� � � � n��

nX
t��

��� n�����

nX
s��

vt�s��Xt � ���

Because vk � � for jkj � �� and
P��

k���� vk � �
P�

k��� bk�
� � �� i� follows easily�

��



For ii� note that

E���Mt � ���Ms � ���Mu � ��� � ��
X
j

bjbt�s�jbt�u�j

where we put bk � � for jkj � �� Since
P

bk � � we obtain

nX
u��

E���Mt � ���Ms � ���Mu � ��� � ���vt�s � �t�s��

From this ii� follows easily� �
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